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Abstract— We introduce and study a group formation game
in which individuals/agents, driven by self-interest, team up in
disjoint groups so as to be in groups of high collective strength.
This strength could be group identity, reputation, or protection,
and is equally shared by all group members. The group’s access
to resources, obtained from its members, is traded off against
the geographic dispersion of the group: spread-out groups are
more costly to maintain. We seek to understand the stability and
structure of such partitions. We define two types of equilibria:
1) Acceptance Equilibria (AE), in which no agent will
unilaterally change group affiliation, either because the
agent cannot increase her utility by switching, or because
the intended receiving group is unwilling to accept her
(i.e., the utility of existing members would decrease if she
joined); and
2) Strong Acceptance Equilibria (SAE), in which no subset of any group will change group affiliations (move
together) for the same reasons given above.
We show that under natural assumptions on the group utility
functions, both an AE and SAE always exist, and that any
sequence of improving deviations by agents (resp., subsets of
agents in the same group) converges to an AE (resp., SAE).
We then characterize the properties of the AEs. We show
that an “encroachment” relationship — which groups have
members in the territory of other groups — always gives
rise to a directed acyclic graph (DAG); conversely, given any
DAG, we can construct a game with suitable conditions on the
utility function that has an AE with the encroachment structure
specified by the given graph.

I. I NTRODUCTION
The formation of groups and group membership plays an
important role in human societies. Individuals form groups
(or join existing groups) to benefit from shared interests or
resources, reputation, protection, safety, monetary rewards,
etc. For example, clubs are formed by individuals sharing
similar interests, gangs form (among others) to provide
their members protection [13], and states form strategic
alliances. The process by which groups are formed, and their
resulting stability, is of great interest and has been studied
in many fields, including computer networks, social sciences,
economics, and political sciences [12], [19], [23]. Different
models have been introduced to study such processes; including coalition formation games [1]–[4], [10], [15], [18], [20],
[21], [24], [26], agent-based modeling [6], [7], and signed
network formation [17].
One of the key tradeoffs in the formation of groups is
between adding more resources to a group vs. making it less
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cohesive. In the examples above, when a club broadens its
interests, it can add more members, but at the cost of less
thematic cohesion. When a gang expands its territory, it can
add more members (who add the ability to offer protection
to others), but at the cost of less spatial cohesion, which
makes it harder to coordinate actions. Similarly, when a
strategic alliance comprises more countries, it can draw on
more strength, but will suffer in less geographic cohesion.
The big-picture question we investigate in this work is the
following: what are the effects of this tradeoff in terms of
the group structures that one observes at equilibrium?
To answer this question more formally, we introduce a
group formation game (GFG) in which the group members’
utilities capture a trade-off between the combined resources
of the group and the geographical dispersion. At a high level,
our GFG is similar to hedonic games [4] studied within the
family of coalition games. In the GFG we define (formal
definitions are in Section II), agents exist in a Euclidean
space. Each agent is endowed with a real-valued amount
of individual resources. Groups form endogenously, and
agents will form/join groups so as to maximize their utilities.
Agents derive their utility from the utility of the group
they belong to, plus optionally an individual component.
The group utility is the same for all group members and
is a linear combination of two terms: the power of the
group which only depends on the group’s members (their
resources and locations); and the negative effect of more
powerful groups which is a linear function of their group
members (resources and locations). In Section IV where we
study structural properties of the groups that are formed
at equilibrium, we introduce a slightly stronger assumption
that group utility depends only on its own members (their
resources and locations), but not on any other group. This
latter assumption is similar to hedonic preferences, which
also ignore dependencies between coalitions [10], although
in a hedonic game, typically, only preference orders are
specified, without numerical utility functions. The utility of a
group is a monotone increasing function of the total resources
of the group’s members, and a monotone decreasing function
of how “dispersed” the group is. We define and study several
such notions, specifically, the volume, diameter, and surface
area of the group.
The groups form endogenously, with each agent choosing
a strategy in a self-interested way. In choosing an appropriate equilibrium notion, we note that the settings described
above typically allow agents to join a group only with the
group’s consent (whereas individuals can of course leave
a group unilaterally). We therefore define two notions of

equilibria/stability that generalize the pairwise equilibria of
[22]; the first is similar to the individual stable equilibrium
studied by [10] in the context of hedonic games.1
1) Acceptance Equilibrium (AE): each agent (weakly)
prefers membership in her group over any group that
would (weakly) prefer the agent to join that group.2
2) Strong Acceptance Equilibrium (SAE): each subset of
agents who are currently in the same group (weakly)
prefers membership in their current group over joint
membership in any group that would (weakly) prefer
the entire subset to join.3
Several facts are worth noting about the notions of AE and
SAE: (i) The notion of AE is different from the standard
definition of Nash equilibrium [4], in which agents can
join a group unilaterally, without the group’s approval. (ii)
This type of approval by groups is a natural requirement in
many realistic scenarios; see, e.g., [13]. (iii) An alternative
characterization of AE is obtained by considering a normalform representation of the game. Each agent chooses a
subset of agents including herself as a strategy. When these
strategies are consistent with each other (i.e., the sets form a
partition into “cliques”), the result is the groups given by the
strategies, with corresponding payoffs4 . Otherwise, the result
has utility ´8 for all agents. Then, SAE can be viewed as
equilibria under possible group deviations.
We show (in Section III) that under natural assumptions
on the group utility functions, both an AE and SAE always
exist; this is done by showing that a better-response type of
algorithm always finds such an equilibrium. Under a certain
condition, we also introduce a polynomial time algorithm
that characterizes an SAE. These equilibria are in general not
unique. Our main focus (in Section IV) is then on structural
properties of the groups that form at equilibrium. We define
the territory of a group as the convex hull of the individuals
inside the group; our main focus is on understanding the
relationship between the convex hulls of different groups,
and to what extent they may overlap or contain each other,
for different families of group utility functions. A particularly
useful tool in characterizing the group structure is a graph
capturing the territorial relationships among groups. We
explore which graphs can be obtained at equilibria of the
game in this way.
A practical application of our model is to infer the
power relation between gang groups from their structures at
equilibrium. For example, if one gang group is nested within
another group, and this territorial relation is stable, then it
indicates that the inner group is more powerful than the outer
group; otherwise the inner group would be absorbed by the
1 This equilibrium definition is equivalent to the one in [10]; however, our
game is different from the game in [10].
2 This of course includes that the agent would not prefer to form a new
(singleton) group by herself.
3 Again, this includes that this subset of agents would not prefer to form
a new group by themselves.
4 Under this characterization, choosing a subset to form a group with is
perhaps more aptly considered a “preference” rather than a “strategy” or
“action”; for simplicity, we will use these terms interchangeably in this
paper.

outer group. Our model can be applied to predict stable group
structures given individual locations and resources.
The literature most relevant to our work is on Coalition
Formation Games, which have been studied in the context
of stable marriage, roommate assignment, and research team
formation; see, e.g., [1], [2], [15], [18], [20], [21], [26],
[27]. The game we study is closest to hedonic games
[3], [4], in which groups are formed based on individual
declared preferences and preference rankings, often in the
absence of specific utility functions. By contrast, our game
is first and foremost defined by individual utility functions,
where preferences serve as a convenient and alternative way
of representing strategy profiles. In addition, our game is
not limited to hedonic settings. Beyond coalition formation
games, group formation has been studied computationally
using Agent-Based Models (ABM) [6], [7], in the context
of group identity [9], using agent similarity [23], and by
modeling inter-group conflict [5], [8], [16], [17].
II. T HE G ROUP F ORMATION G AME (GFG)
A. The model
Each of the n ě 2 individuals/agents is indexed by i P
N “ t1, 2, ..., nu. Agent i is located at xi P Rd (where d ě 1
is the dimension of the Euclidean space), and has positive
scalar resources (abilities, skills, characteristics, etc.) ri ą
0. We write x “ px1 , . . . , xn q for the vector (technically,
matrix) of all agents’ locations, and r “ pr1 , . . . , rn q for the
vector of all agents’ resources.
We study group formation as a one-shot game in
which each individual chooses the agents with whom she
wants to be in the same group. Thus, agent i’s strategy/action/preference space is Ai “ tA Ď N |i P Au; we
will denote agent i’s action
Śn by ai P Ai . The set of all joint
action profiles is A “ i“1 Ai , and a joint action profile is
denoted by a “ pa1 , a2 , . . . , an q. The profile of the actions
of all agents except i is a´i . In particular, we can write
a “ pai , a´i q.
We are interested only in profiles under which the groups
form a disjoint partition of the individuals, and in which
the actions chosen by agents are consistent. We say that the
action profile a is feasible if and only if ai “ tj P N |aj “
ai u for all i P N ; in words, if all agents that i wants to be
in a group with also want to be in the same group.
A feasible profile a “ pa1 , a2 , . . . , an q partitions the
players N into m “ mpaq ď n disjoint groups. We index
these groups as G1 paq, G2 paq, . . . , Gm paq; we will discuss a
specific useful indexing scheme in Section II-C. In this and
other notation, we omit the dependence on a for legibility
when it is clear from the context. When the preference profile
a is feasible, and the indexing of resulting groups has been
fixed, we use σi “ σi paq to denote the index of the (unique)
group k such that i P Gk paq. We use the same notation for
subsets of a group, i.e., for S Ă Gk paq we set σS “ k.5
In that case (when the groups are clear from context), we
5 If

the members of S are not all in the same group, then σS is undefined.

often consider σ “ σpaq itself to be the strategy (or group
affiliation) profile.
As discussed in the introduction, the reasons motivating
individuals to form groups include seeking protection, pooling resources, and gaining reputation, among others. Within
this context, we introduce two assumptions on the individual
utility functions.
Assumption 1. The utility of a group depends on its own
members’ resources and locations as well as on the composition of other groups as follows:
ÿ
UG pr, xq “ PG pr, xq ´
HG1 pr, xq, (1)
G1 :PG1 pr,xqąPG pr,xq

where PG pr, xq is a function that represents power of group
G and depends only on tri |i P Gu and txi |i P Gu, and
HG1 pr, xq is a non-negative function of tri |i P G1 u and
txi |i P G1 u, for groups G1 that are more powerful than G.
This assumption applies in situations where less powerful
groups are negatively influenced by more powerful groups.
If HG1 pr, xq “ 0, then the groups’ utilities are independent
of one another and depend only on their own membership;
thus, the hedonic setting is considered as a special case.
In the hedonic setting, group utility is equivalent to group
power. Notice that this assumption is general in the sense
that the power of each group, i.e., PG pr, xq, depends only
on its members’ locations and resources, and there are no
restrictions on the forms of those quantities.
Next, we discuss the nature of the group power function
PG pr, xq. Fundamentally, we are interested in power functions that (1) increase in the resources available to the group,
and (2) decrease as the group members
ř are more “spread
out.” Specifically, we write RG “
iPG ri for the total
resources available to the group, and DG generically for a
notion of how spread out the group is, referred to as the
group’s coverage. Some natural examples are:
1) The max pairwise distance DG “ maxi,jPG }xi ´ xj }2 .
2) The volume of the convex hull of txi |i P Gu.
3) The surface area of the convex hull of txi |i P Gu; this
captures a notion of the “border” of the group.
These concepts are used later in the paper (Section IV),
when we explicitly consider utilities under the hedonic form
UG pRG , DG q.
Assumption 2. Every agent in the same group k shares the
same group utility6 . That is, if i P G :“ Gσi paq, then
ui paq “ UG pr, xq.

(2)

This assumption applies in cases where the group’s combined achievements are enjoyed equally by its members; it
rules out scenarios in which some members of the group
hold privileged status, or overall benefit more from the
6 While we treat the agent’s utility as equal to the group’s, one can easily
add an agent-specific term which does not depend on the group’s utility.
Since this term does not depend on the action profile, it would be irrelevant
to the analysis of equilibrium outcomes and is thus not explicitly modeled
here.

group’s pooled resources. For notational convenience later,
we define the power of the empty group as PH “ ´8 (thus
UH “ ´8).
B. Equilibrium and Stability
Next, we define the notions of equilibria we study. At a
high level, our goal is to capture stability against deviations
by individuals or groups. Importantly, such deviations to
another group are possible only when the group accepts these
new member(s). Recall that by Assumption 2, all members of
a group have the same utility. Therefore, all group members
will accept a new member(s) if and only if one of them does;
in other words, all approvals are automatically unanimous.
We call these acceptance equilibria. We define two types of
such equilibria, depending on whether we are considering
individual deviations or group deviations.
Acceptance Equilibrium (AE): A group affiliation profile
σ ˚ (and its corresponding strategy profile a) is an Acceptance
Equilibrium (AE) if and only if no agent can benefit from
joining a group that would accept her. Formally, a is an AE
if and only if for all agents i (writing G “ Gσ˚ paq) and
i
any group G1 “ Gk paq (including G1 “ H) with k ‰ σi˚ , at
least one of the following two inequalities holds:
UG pr, xq ě UG1 Ytiu pr, xq

(3)

UG1 pr, xq ą UG1 Ytiu pr, xq.

(4)

The first inequality states that agent i is weakly better off in
her current group than by joining G1 (and hence would prefer
not to deviate); the second inequality states that group G1
is better off without having agent i join, and hence prefers
not to accept i. By including G1 “ H and recalling that
UH “ ´8, we also capture that i would not prefer to deviate
to being in a group by herself.
Strong Acceptance Equilibrium (SAE): A group affiliation
profile σ ˚ (and its corresponding strategy profile a) is a
Strong Acceptance Equilibrium (SAE) if no subset of agents
from the same group can be better off by deviating together
to another group that would accept them. Formally, a is
an SAE if and only if for every pair of groups G “
Gk paq, G1 “ Gk1 paq (again, allowing for G1 “ H) and every
subset S Ď G of agents, at least one of the following two
inequalities holds:
UG pr, xq ě UG1 YS pr, xq,

(5)

UG1 pr, xq ą UG1 YS pr, xq.

(6)

The first inequality states that agents in S weakly prefer
staying in G over deviating to join G1 , the second that agents
in G1 prefer not to accept the additional members S. Again,
by including G1 “ H, we capture that the members of S do
not prefer to form a new group. Notice that it was possible
to express this condition concisely by heavily exploiting
Assumption 2, namely, that all members of S will obtain
the same utility in G, and also as new parts of G1 .

C. States and the ordering of groups and states

Algorithm 1: Asynchronous Improvement Update

We will consider dynamics in which agents change their
group affiliations and the dynamics’ convergence to equilibria. For that reason, we also think of action profiles as states,
and deviations as transitions between these states. We now
describe a specific way to order these states.
Given a state a, we order/label the resulting groups in
the partition by non-decreasing group utility, breaking ties
arbitrarily, e.g., lexicographically by some description of
the group’s membership. Expressed formally, with m “
mpaq denoting the number of groups, we index the groups
G1 , G2 , . . . , Gm such that UG1 pr, xq ě UG2 pr, xq ě ¨ ¨ ¨ ě
UGm pr, xq, which implies PG1 pr, xq ě PG2 pr, xq ě ¨ ¨ ¨ ě
PGm pr, xq. Similarly, we can index the agents 1, 2, . . . , n
such that u1 pr, xq ě u2 pr, xq ě ¨ ¨ ¨ ě un pr, xq. Since
agents from the same group have the same utility, we label
them consecutively. Notice that the indexing of groups (resp.
agents) for two different states a, a1 may be very different,
even when the resulting partitions share common groups
(resp. agents). In particular, this observation is relevant when
a1 was obtained from a by the deviation of one agent or a
subset of agents: the fact that the utilities of the affected
groups (resp. agents) may have changed could result in a
different ordering.
With each state a, based on the above ordering, we
associate a vector Ψpaq “ ru1 pr, xq, u2 pr, xq, . . . , un pr, xqs.
The vector Ψpaq associated with each state a allows us to
order the states lexicographically: a state a is ranked higher
than a1 in lexicographical order iff there exists an index
k P t1, . . . , nu such that:
ψk paq ą ψk pa1 q , ψk1 paq “ ψk1 pa1 q, for all k 1 ă k.

(7)

In this case, we write Ψpaq ą Ψpa1 q. Notice that it is
possible to have a ‰ a1 while Ψpaq “ Ψpa1 q.
III. E XISTENCE OF E QUILIBRIA AND C ONVERGENCE
In this section, we prove that every instance of the GFG
has at least one SAE and thus at least one AE (since any
SAE is an AE). We in fact establish a much stronger fact: that
any update dynamics under which agents (resp., subsets of
agents who are currently in the same group) always strictly
improve their utility converges to an AE (resp., SAE).
A. Dynamics and Convergence
Algorithm 1 captures a generic asynchronous improvement
update algorithm. We will show that this algorithm converges
to an SAE. Lemma 1 shows that every state transition corresponding to an improvement by a subset of agents from an
existing group results in a higher-ranked new state according
to the lexicographical ordering. Thus, using lexicographic
rank as a potential function immediately implies Theorem 1,
which shows that the dynamics converges to an SAE; in
particular, this proves the existence of an SAE, and thus an
AE.
In Algorithm 1, notice that IRS is the set of strictly
improving responses for agents in S (singleton groups are
also included), i.e., the set of groups that strictly improve
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Input: σ p0q , a partition of N
t Ð 0;
do
forall S Ă N do
if S Ă Gk for some k then
IRS Ð tk 1 | UGk1 YS pr, xq ą UG

σ

6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13

14
15
16

ptq
S

pr, xq

and UGk1 YS pr, xq ě UGk1 pr, xqu
else
IRS Ð H
end
end
if there exists a set S with IRS ‰ H then
Let S be arbitrary such that IRS ‰ H;
Let k 1 P IRS be arbitrary;
Obtain σ pt`1q from σ ptq by updating the
group membership of agents in S to k 1 , and
leaving other memberships unchanged;
end
t Ð t ` 1;
while there exists a set S with IRS ‰ H;

the agents’ utility over their current utility, and would accept
these agents as members. Also, note that IRS is only defined
for subsets of agents that are currently in the same group.
Since both the improving subset of agents and the specific
new group are chosen arbitrarily, Algorithm 1 captures any
dynamics in which subsets of agents who are currently in the
same group always change strategies to improve their utility.
Restricting S in Algorithm 1 to be singletons, we obtain the
same results for dynamics in which individuals change their
strategies to improve their utility.
Lemma 1. In Algorithm 1, for each iteration t, the new state
apt`1q (corresponding to σ pt`1q ) strictly precedes the state
aptq (corresponding to σ ptq ) in the lexicographical order of
states. That is,
Ψpapt`1q q ą Ψpaptq q.

(8)

Proof. When a set of agents S deviates from Gk to another
group Gk1 , the only groups whose power may be affected by
this are Gk and Gk1 . Let k̃ and k̃ 1 denote the indices of these
two groups after the deviation, i.e., Gk̃ :“ Gk zS and Gk̃1 :“
Gk1 Y S. Let k̂ P tk, k 1 , k̃, k̃ 1 u be the index of the group with
the highest power among the groups (before/after deviation).
The utility of groups G1 , . . . , Gk̂´1 is the same before and
after the deviation; hence, the corresponding elements in
Ψpaptq q and Ψpapt`1q q are equal. By the definition of IRS ,
we have UGk1 YS pr, xq ą UGk pr, xq and UGk1 YS pr, xq ě
UGk1 pr, xq. Notice that the same inequalities hold for the
power of groups involved. Hence, k̂ is either k̃ or k̃ 1 . In the
first case, the utility of all agents in Gk zS has increased after
the deviation. In the latter case, the utility of all agents in S

has increased.7 Therefore, the new vector Ψpσ pt`1q q ranks
lexicographically before Ψpσ ptq q.

to deviate to any other subset of Nk . Hence, the claim
follows.

Theorem 1. Algorithm 1 converges to an SAE in a finite
number of steps. In particular, an SAE always exists, and
thus an AE always exists.

Proposition 1. The complexity of Algorithm 2 is Opn3 q
for group power functions of the form PG pRG , DG q, where
DG “ maxi,jPG }xi ´ xj }2 .

Proof. By Lemma 1, each iteration results in a new state
with higher Ψpaq, which is therefore ranked higher. When
the dynamics terminates, no subset of agents S from any
existing groups has any improving updates that involve
simultaneously changing their group affiliation. This exactly
captures the equilibrium conditions (5) and (6). Since there
is only a finite number of states, the algorithm must converge
to an SAE in finite time.

Proof. Since DG (|G| ą 2) only depends on the diameter
of the point set, any individual that can join the group G
without changing its diameter is approved by all agents in
group G.
By definition, Gk has the maximum group utility among
all subsets of Nk at iteration k. Hence, Gk is either a
singleton group, or it includes everyone inside the ball given
by its diameter DGk . As a result, we only need to check
singleton groups, and the groups inside the ball given by any
pair of individuals.
` In
˘ particular, the number of candidates
for Gk is Nk ` N2k . Hence, the maximum complexity of
the algorithm is given as follows:
ˆ ˙
ÿ ˆNk ˙
n
` Nk ď n ¨
` n “ Opn3 q.
2
2
k

We next introduce a different type of algorithm that will
find an SAE which contains the most powerful group among
all possible subsets of N . We call such an SAE a PSAE.
Algorithm 2: Constructing a PSAE
Input: N1 “ t1, 2, . . . , nu
1 k Ð 1;
2 while Nk ‰ H do
3
Pick Gk P argmaxGĎNk UG pr, xq which has the
largest number of agents (otherwise, break ties
arbitrarily);
4
Set σi “ k for all i P Gk ;
5
Nk`1 Ð Nk zGk ;
6
k Ð k ` 1;
7 end
When there are multiple groups with the same number
of agents tied for the largest utility at iteration k of Algorithm 2, the arbitrary tie-breaker leads to possibly different
less powerful groups for the remaining iterations, resulting
in different values for the vector Ψp¨q.
Notice that if the tie-breaking rule is not invoked in any
iteration, then the resulting PSAE is one of the highestranked states according to the lexicographical ordering. Also,
note that all highest-ranked states are SAEs by Lemma 1.
Theorem 2. Algorithm 2 construct a PSAE.
Proof. Notice that n “ |N1 | ą |N2 | ą ¨ ¨ ¨ ; hence,
the algorithm stops after some finite number of iterations.
Assume that the algorithm stops after K ď n iterations.
We claim that for each k P t1, 2, . . . , Ku, the individuals in
group Gk cannot join Gk1 with k 1 ă k, and they have no
incentive to join Gk1 with k 1 ą k.
In the kth iteration, the individuals in group Gk have the
maximum possible group utility among all subsets of Nk .
Hence, no subset of Nk zGk can join Gk and increase its
utility. Similarly, individuals in Gk do not have any incentive
7 It is possible that G 1 Y S moves further up in the utility ranking,
k
in which case a higher utility occurs even earlier. But this only helps the
argument.

B. Non-Uniqueness of Equilibria
While Theorem 1 and Theorem 2 guarantee the existence
of an SAE, the SAE may not be unique. This also implies
that there may not be a unique AE. We show this in the
following example.
Example III.1. Consider three heterogeneous agents on
the line. Their locations are x1 “ 0, x2 “ 0.6, and
x3 “ 1.2, and their resources are r1 “ 2, r2 “
1,ř and r3 “ 2. The group utility function is UG “
p iPG ri q { p1 ` maxi,jPG |xi ´ xj |q.
In this example, simple calculations show that a single
large group and groups of isolated individuals are both SAEs.
On the other hand, for the three partitions of t1, 2, 3u into
two sets, there is always an agent who prefers to deviate,
resulting in either the partition tt1u, t2u, t3uu or tt1, 2, 3uu.
IV. S TRUCTURAL P ROPERTIES
Having established the existence of equilibria, we now
turn to their properties. In particular, we are interested in the
combinatorial structure of overlap between different groups’
”territories.” We formally define the following:
Definition 1. The territory of a group G, denoted by XG , is
the convex hull of its members’ locations:
ÿ
ÿ
XG “ t ai xi |
ai “ 1 and ai ě 0 for all iu .
iPG

iPG

Individuals inside the territory of group G, denoted by TG ,
are defined as TG “ ti P N |xi P XG u.
It is possible that i P TG even when i R G; in fact, such
structures are of particular interest to us. For the remainder
of this section, we will adopt the following two additional
assumptions.

Assumption 3. The group coverage function DG depends
only on the group’s territory in the following sense: if i P TG ,
then DGYtiu “ DG .
In Section II-A, we described the maximum pairwise
distance, the volume of the convex hull, and the surface of
the convex hull as three natural examples of group coverage.
Notice that all these examples satisfy Assumption 3.
Assumption 4. The group utility is of the hedonic form
UG “ f pRG , DG q,

(9)

where the function f is strictly increasing in RG and strictly
decreasing in DG .
A. Types of Structures in AE
We begin by defining four types of overlap (or lack
thereof) between pairs of groups.
Definition 2. Let G, G1 be two groups.
1
‚ G and G are non-overlapping if their territories are
disjoint, i.e., XG X XG1 “ H.
1
‚ We say that G encroaches on G if G has at least one
1
member in the territory of G , i.e., G X TG1 ‰ H.
1
‚ G and G are mutually encroaching if G X TG1 ‰ H
1
and G X TG ‰ H.
1
‚ G and G are nested if all members of G are located
within the territory of G1 , i.e., G Ď TG1 .
The four types of relationships are illustrated in Figure 1.
Notice that non-mutual encroachment between groups in
one dimension can only occur when one group is nested
inside the other; however, in higher dimension, non-mutual
encroachment can happen even when the groups are not
nested.

Fig. 1. Two groups that are (a) non-overlapping, (b) mutually-encroaching,
(c) nested, in 1D, and (d) one encroaching on another in 2D.

The following proposition states that mutual encroachment
cannot occur in any AE.
Proposition 2. There is no AE in which two groups are
mutually encroaching.
Proof. Assume that there is an AE with group affiliation
profile σ ˚ in which there are two groups G and G1 such that
there exist agents i P G X TG1 and j P G1 X TG . Without
loss of generality, assume that f pRG1 , DG1 q ě f pRG , DG q.
Since i P TGk1 , by Assumption 3, we have DG1 “
DG1 Ytiu . Hence, f pRG1 Ytiu , DG1 Ytiu q ą f pRG1 , DG1 q
since RG1 Ytiu ą RG1 . Therefore, f pRG1 Ytiu , DG1 Ytiu q ą
f pRG , DG q, so agent i has an acceptable beneficial deviation
to group G1 . This contradicts the assumption that σ ˚ is an
AE.

The other types of group interactions may exist in an AE.
The following are some examples:
‚ Non-overlapping groups: this occurs when groups are
far from each other; thus, no one has any incentive to
deviate.
‚ Nested Structure: this occurs when a group with high resources is located within a much weaker group. Agents
of the weaker group cannot deviate, as they will reduce
the other group’s utility by enlarging its territory.
‚ Non-nested one-way encroaching structure: two groups
may overlap as shown in Figure 1(d), where if the red
group has higher utility, its agents may not want to
deviate to the blue group.
B. Encroachment Structures in AE
We are now ready to attack our main question: what
types of overlaps can occur globally? In particular, we are
interested in what types of encroachment relations can occur
between the groups at equilibrium. To characterize these
relations, we define the encroachment graph.
Definition 3. Given an AE a˚ and its group partition
G1 , . . . , Gm , we define the directed encroachment graph
Gpa˚ q as follows: the m nodes V pa˚ q are the groups
G1 , . . . , Gm , and there is a directed edge from Gi to Gj
if and only if Gi encroaches on Gj .
Proposition 3. For every AE a˚ , the encroachment graph
Gpa˚ q is acyclic.
Proof. Let G, G1 be two arbitrary groups such that Gpa˚ q
contains the directed edge pG, G1 q, i.e., G encroaches on
G1 . By definition, this means that G X TG1 ‰ H. Let i P
G X TG1 be an arbitrary agent. Because the convex hull of
G1 is the same as the convex hull of G1 Y tiu, we obtain that
DG1 Ytiu “ DG1 , by Assumption 3.
Because RG1 Ytiu ą RG1 , we obtain that UG1 Ytiu ą UG1 ,
i.e., the group G1 would strictly prefer to accept i.
The fact that a˚ is an AE therefore implies that i does
not want to deviate and join G1 . This means that UG ě
UG1 Ytiu ą UG1 . We have thus shown that whenever there
is a directed edge from G to G1 , the utility of G is strictly
higher than that of G1 . As a result, Gpa˚ q cannot contain any
cycles.
Next, we show that directed acyclic graphs (DAGs) precisely characterize encroachment relationships. We show
that given any DAG G, there exists a system of agents,
locations, resources, utility functions, and an AE a˚ such
that Gpa˚ q “ G. We do this by explicitly constructing the
system, as described below.
In fact, we show that such a construction is always possible
in any fixed dimension d ě 2, and for very general classes
of group utility functions. Specifically, we will show this for
any group utility function UG “ f pRG , DG q, whenever
1) DG is a strictly increasing function of XG , i.e., for any
G, G1 Ď N with XG Ĺ XG1 , we have DG ă DG1 .
2) f pR, Dq grows unboundedly in R, and

3) for all r, D, δ ą 0,
lim sup
RÑ8

f pR, Dq
ą 1.
f pR ` r, D ` δq

(10)

We will show in Proposition 4 below that a wide class of
functions satisfy these conditions.
Consider the following construction procedure, which is
given an arbitrary DAG G with m nodes as input:
1) Let  be a very small constant.
2) Let v1 , . . . , vm be a topological sorting of nodes of G.
3) Let t`1 , `2 , . . . , `m u be m pairwise intersecting line
segments in Rd of the same length. (Each line segment
corresponds to a group.)
4) For each line segment, locate d agents in an  ą 0
neighborhood of each its endpoints, so that the convex
hull of individuals in the -neighborhood of each line
segment is non-degenerate, and the convex hulls of the
agents for different line segments are identical up to
translation and rotation.
5) For every pair i, j such that pvi , vj q P EpGq, locate an
agent at the point where `i and `j intersect.
6) Inductively, for every k ą 1, define Gk to be the set of
all agents that are in the -neighborhood of `k and are
not in Gk1 for any k 1 ă k. ( is chosen small enough
so that all of the designated nodes near the endpoints
of `k will be in Gk .)
7) Add individuals to each group (without changing its
convex hull) so that |G1 | ą |G2 | ą ¨ ¨ ¨ ą |Gm |.
8) Assign the resources rk to the agents of Gk for k P
t1, . . . , mu so that the resulting configuration is an AE.
The key step in the proof is to show that we can define
the resources pr1 , r2 , . . . , rm q so that individuals in Gk do
not have an incentive to join Gk1 for k 1 ą k, and so that
they are not allowed to join Gk1 for k 1 ă k.
Lemma 2. In the preceding construction, under Assumptions 3 and 4, we can pick pr1 , r2 , . . . , rm q so that the
resulting configuration is an AE.
Proof. Let a˚ be the partition produced by the given procedure, and let ni “ |Gi | for all i. For each k, let
δk “

min

k1 ąk,jPGk1

pDGk Ytju ´ DGk q

be the smallest change to DGk caused by any agent j P Gk1
for k 1 ą k joining Gk .
Since DG is a strictly increasing function of XG by
assumption, and each j P Gk1 for k 1 ą k lies outside XGk by
construction, δk ą 0 for all k. Define δ “ mink δk . Because
the convex hulls of all groups are identical up to rotation
and translation, we have that DG1 “ DG2 “ ¨ ¨ ¨ “ DGm ;
denote this common value by DG . The following conditions
are sufficient for the given group structures to form an AE:
‚ Individuals are not allowed to join a group with higher
utility. A sufficient condition for this is that for all k ă
m,
f prk nk ` rk`1 , DG ` δq ă f prk nk , DG q.

(11)

‚

Notice that the right-hand side is the current utility of
Gk , while the left-hand side is an upper bound on the
utility of Gk Y tju for any j P Gk1 with k 1 ą k. This is
because the monotonicity of f , along with rk`1 ě rk1
for all k 1 ą k, ensures that it is enough to consider rk`1
here.
Individuals do not have any incentive to join a group
with lower utility. A sufficient condition for this is that
for all k ă k 1 ď m,
f prk1 nk1 ` rk , DG ` δq ă f prk nk , DG q .

(12)

Here, the right-hand side is the current utility of agents
in group k, while the left-hand side is the new utility
they would experience if joining the group k 1 ą k.
We assign the values r1 ą r2 ą ¨ ¨ ¨ ą rm iteratively,
starting with rm “ 1. Given the values of ri for i ą k,
we want to define rk so that Inequalities (11) and (12) are
simultaneously satisfied. Notice that (12) holds whenever
rk ě rk`1 , because nk1 ă nk for all k 1 ą k and f pR, Dq is
increasing in R and decreasing in D.
Because f satisfies (10), applying it with the given δ, D “
DG , and r “ rk`1 implies that there exists a large8 value
f pR,DG q
ą 1. Setting rk “ R{nk then
of R with f pR`r
k`1 ,DG `δq
implies that f prk nk ` rk`1 , DG ` δq ă f prk nk , DG q, i.e.,
(11). This completes the iterative construction and thus the
proof.
In summary, we have proved the following theorem:
Theorem 3. Let d ě 2 be any fixed dimension. Assume
that DG is a strictly increasing function of XG . Let UG
satisfy Assumption 4 and f pRG , DG q satisfy condition (10).
Given any DAG G, there exists a group formation game in
d dimensions with group utility function f and an AE a˚ ,
such that the encroachment graph of a˚ is G.
Finally, we show that a wide class of natural utility
functions satisfy the conditions of Theorem 3.
Proposition 4. Let f be of the form f pR, Dq “ gpRq{hpDq,
and assume that hp¨q is increasing, and that gp¨q is increasing
and sub-exponential, i.e., lim supRÑ8 logpgpRqq
“ 0. Then
R
f p¨, ¨q satisfies the condition (10).
Proof. For f of the separable form f pR, Dq “ gpRq{hpDq,
we can rewrite (10) as:
lim sup
RÑ8

gpRq hpD ` δq
ą 1,
gpR ` rq hpDq

(13)

Since hpD ` δq{hpDq ą 1, it is sufficient to show that
gpRq
lim supRÑ8 gpR`rq
“ 1. We prove this by contradiction,
and assume that lim supRÑ8 gpRq{gpR ` rq “ α ă 1.
Hence, there exists some sufficiently large R0 ą 0 such
that gpRq{gpR ` rq ă pα ` 1q{2 for all R ą R0 . This
inequality can be rearranged to gpRq ă α`1
2 ¨ gpR ` rq. Let
8 The fact that R can be made arbitrarily large is important in that it
ensures that we will be able to choose rk ě rk`1 .

k “ tR0 {ru ` 1, and consider the sequence pgppk ` iqrqq8
i“0 .
Since pk ` iqr ą R0 for all i, we have
α`1
pα ` 1q2
gppk ` 2qrq ă ¨ ¨ ¨
gppk ` 1qrq ă
2
22
´
¯i
2
Hence, gppk ` iqrq ą α`1
gpkrq for all i ą 0. Taking
logarithms and dividing by pk ` iq, we get
´
¯
2
i
¨
log
α`1
logpgppk ` iqrqq
logpgpkrqq
ą
`
.
pk ` iqr
pk ` iqr
pk ` iqr
gpkrq ă

As i Ñ 8, the right-hand side of the above inequality
converges to logp2{pα`1qq
ą 0, contradicting the assumption
r
that g is a sub-exponential function.
Notice that subexponential growth in the resources is a
very weak condition that is easily satisfied.
V. C ONCLUSION AND F UTURE W ORK
We studied the existence and characteristics of different
types of equilibria in a group formation game in which agents
benefit from being part of a well-resourced and cohesive
group. We investigated two types of equilibria, AE and SAE,
in this game and explored their various structural properties.
In particular, we showed that each AE can be represented
by a DAG, and conversely, that under mild conditions on
the utility functions, every DAG can arise as an AE of a
suitably defined instance of the group formation game.
While the assumption that DG is a function of only XG is
natural, when it does not hold, some DAGs may not arise as
equilibrium encroachment graphs; this would be a direction
for future research. In addition, one can naturally extend
the model to contain hierarchical structure, i.e., groups of
groups, whereby an agent obtains utility from groups at each
level that she belongs to. A deeper analysis of such models
may shed interesting light on the emergence and stability of
hierarchical organizations. From an algorithmic viewpoint, it
will be interesting to study what minimal changes a principal
might perform on the locations or resources of agents in
order to achieve the formation of a particular group structure.
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